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What Matters Most In Open Banking

 technology risk management digital banking

Summary: Open Banking is seen as both a threat and an opportunity for banks.

We lay out them both.

We were intrigued by a Hill Holiday study that looked at what matters most to single women, ages 30 to 45. It

found the biggest life milestones they wanted were: living on their own (44%), establishing a career (34%) and

financial security (27%). We will let you think about and discuss this data, to draw your own conclusions. But, it

is interesting.

Speaking of interesting things to customers and banks, today we tackle the topic of Open Banking. This

concept revolves around the idea of "opening up" access to banks using software programs called application

programming interfaces (APIs).

The basic idea is that by creating and allowing banks and nonbanks alike to make use of APIs, the process of

spending, saving, depositing, lending and investing money is broadened and made more easily accessible.

To that extent, Open Banking is seen as both a threat and an opportunity for banks in ways such as the

following:

Competition - Mega-banks BBVA and Bank of America have announced their own Open Banking efforts. But,

big banks aren't the only ones thinking of this, as 53% of North American banks agree that such initiatives are

vital to their digital transformation, according to an Accenture Research report. Further, 63% think that Open

Banking is an important part of competing with fintechs and technology companies. Bank competition overall

may be heating up as well, as the same study finds 50% of North American bank executives believe that Open

Banking creates more competition within the traditional bank landscape.

Revenue - Open Banking technology is expected to have faster release and update cycles, and will therefore

be more affordable and modular for community banks. This could allow community banks to partake in

additional revenue opportunities, according to Accenture's survey. Here, some 66% of global bank executives

expect it to provide additional revenue streams, while 90% say it will provide incremental revenue growth of up

to 10%.

Fraud - As transaction volume rises, it typically comes with more potential for fraud. According to RSA risk

intelligence, giving banks and nonbanks alike the broader capacity to "open up in new ways, new channels

and... allow their customers to connect" will likely create more convenience and choice for customers, and

potentially increase efficiency. However, it could also drive more fraud in two key ways: greater authentication

needed for these emerging digital financial players and mechanisms; and an increased number of fraud cases,

with higher transaction volume.

Evolving - High regulatory and risk standards mean banks usually have slower innovation. However, Open

Banking concepts and technologies may help pave the way to update services and operations more quickly. For

community banks especially, this could help expand the customer base, and offer products and services more

efficiently.
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According to the Accenture study, 60% of North American banks feel that Open Banking is more an opportunity

than a threat. As such, we will continue to keep you posted on what matters most with this technology, as it

appears we are already going down the path.

LOAN GROWTH AND FLOATING RATE ASSETS

Your bank can purchase fully-funded, senior secured floating rate loans to diversify your portfolio and increase

your loan assets. Contact us today for more information.
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